Plant Breeder Field Assistant
Popcorn Breeding Program

What Can You Expect?
This position is your opportunity to interact with a highly dynamic popcorn breeding program and learn the processes and procedures involved its operation. This training brings you the opportunity to put into practice and apply the theory learned in the classroom.

- Location: Brookston, IN
- Paid position from July – August

Field Operations:
- Assist with layout, planting, and maintenance of nursery and yield trials
- Assist in data collection on yield trials
- Assist with crew management during nursery operations

Laboratory Operations:
- Oversee proper operations of the nursery harvest for future shelling and inventory preparation
- Oversee proper operations of yield trial samples for popping and volume expansion evaluation

Office Operations:
- Assist in the planning and preparation of yield trials and nurseries by managing inventory accordingly
- Actively participate in data capture and data summarization of observations from yield trials and nurseries

Are You the Right Candidate?
We’re looking for a driven, highly motivated individual who wants to be part of cultivating the most energized, highest impact culture in the food industry. If you are craving an opportunity to build your talents, make a difference, and be empowered to kick start your professional career in a refuse-to-lose environment, then we want to meet you! We encourage you to discover your own potential and we will provide you with unparalleled opportunities to make an impact. Qualified candidates:
  o Are currently enrolled in a degree program with at least one semester remaining after your internship
  o Are pursuing a degree in Agribusiness, Agronomy, Horticulture, Plant Breeding, Plant Pathology, Biology or related field
  o Have a continuous improvement mindset
  o Desire to pursue a career in plant breeding

Apply directly on my CCO to the position titled: “Plant Breeder Field Assistant Intern” with job ID: 882985.